IAT 811 Computational Poetics (Metacreation)

3 credits Spring 2008 Instructor: Philippe Pasquier

Draft course description – subject to change.

Course Description
In all classical creative practices, the creator of the work and the creator of the tools used to make the work remain distinct. There is the instrument maker and the musician, the camera manufacturer and the photographer, the software developer and the user, etc. Digital tools allow artist-programmers to design and build software tools that fit their continually redefined needs. This is the return of the artist-technician, artist-engineer, artist-scientist. With metacreation, the creators are the designers of generative and proactive computer softwares endowed with creative behaviour. Under this paradigm, the idea that the creation of the computer tool takes precedence over its utilization is born.

This core graduate course will provide you with the opportunity to study the theory and practice of metacreation. Tools and techniques from artificial intelligence, artificial life and machine learning will be introduced and exemplified through the study of previous artistic works using them. The course will be organized so that making a project by exploring metacreation in your area of research becomes the primary focus. The interweaving of related theoretical and practical issues will help you situate your work within a larger perspective on art, science and technology.

Pre-requisites and course enrolment
This is a core course, all SIAT graduate students can enroll. While it is not a formal pre-requisite, students will benefit from having completed a foundational multimedia programming computation course (e.g. java, processing) such as IAT 800 or have good knowledge of at least one prototyping environment (MAX/MSP/JITTER or Pure Data / GEM). Students without a strong background in computer science need to contact the instructor prior to enrolment.

Topics
- Artificial intelligence (autonomous agents, cognitive and reactive agent architectures, multi-agent systems, agent communication)
- Artificial life (evolutionary computing, cellular automata, swarm intelligence)
- Machine learning (artificial neural networks, instance-based learning, reinforcement learning)
- Related issues: theory of creativity, history of generative art, philosophy of science/technique (technophobia vs technophilia), philosophy of mind, cognitive sciences, validation techniques.
Outcomes

The goal of this course is to introduce theories and approaches to metacreation, that is, the design of machines endowed with creative behavior. Each student will exploit some of the techniques introduced through a project. By doing so, the students will deepen their understanding of a variety of techniques from the fields of artificial intelligence, artificial life and machine learning as well as exercise their research skills. The concrete goal of the course is to produce a research paper presenting the student’s work (theoretical background, system and/or experiments, results, discussion and related work and conclusion) that is as ready as possible for submission in a high profile conference or journal.

Evaluation and Grading

This section particularly is in draft form and is subject to change.

30% Theoretical research (includes a presentation in class)
30% Project (10% process, 10% result, 10% presentation)
30% Research Paper (refining and presenting all of the above together)
10% Participation

References

This is a graduate course. In addition to the reference material, students will be responsible for finding research papers and texts suitable for the work undertaken.
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